High-mileage Pack

CLEAN, RESTORE AND EXTEND
SERVICE LIFE ALL IN ONE
1

2

The High-mileage Service Pack consists of BIZOL
Diesel Intake Clean+ c35, Diesel System Clean+ d60 or
BIZOL Gasoline Intake Clean+ c36, BIZOL Gasoline System Clean+ g80 and BIZOL Leak and Smoke Stop+ o92.

T

he products in this service pack have been selected
to combat the effects of wear and the onset of engine
running faults.
Normally, it is not necessary to clean the intake system at
regular intervals. Prevention is better than cure, which is
especially the case where air contamination levels are high.
Under such conditions it makes sense to be pro-active
before a small problem turns into a big one.
In the same vein, a dose of BIZOL Gasoline System
Clean+ g80 or Diesel System Clean+ d60 works wonders
for the fuel-injection system. No labour-intensive stripping
down and cleaning to be done, just pour the contents of the
tin into the fuel tank and that’s it. BIZOL Gasoline System
Clean+ g80 or Diesel System Clean+ d60 get to work,

cleaning the injection system and even helping to loosen
stubborn carbon deposits.
The third product in this service pack is BIZOL Leak and
Smoke Stop+ o92, which can eradicate the pronounced ingress of engine oil into the intake system. Excessive crankcase pressure causes oil to be forced out of the crankcase
under pressure and into the intake system, which is symptomatic in high-mileage vehicles. If these unwanted symptoms persist, the simplest and cheapest remedy is BIZOL
Leak and Smoke Stop+ o92, which alleviates the problem
by helping the piston rings to seal properly and conditioning
rubber seals in the engine, such as valve stem seals.
If the engine is already emitting smoke, BIZOL Leak and
Smoke Stop+ o92 can cure smoke emission or help to
prevent smoke emission if it has not developed.
All in all, a great service pack for high-mileage vehicles,
helping to keep them on the road without spending vast
sums on parts and repairs.
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